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Introduction
Embark on an adventure of colour, creativity, and imagination with an interactive series of workshops
from one of Australia’s most enthusiastic and talented authors and illustrators. Each year Dr Cameron,
the ‘Story Doctor’, works with over twenty thousand students throughout Australia in one of the most
inspiring and engaging author programs on offer.
Cameron works at the ‘grass roots’ level with children to capture their imagination and offers a number
of different activities with the aim of including the whole school.
With more energy than the Energizer Bunny, Cameron will inspire and entertain your classes with his
exciting book readings and big screen presentations, bring new characters to life through his illustration
demonstrations, reveal behind the scenes secrets of how a book is made and work with students to
enhance their own story writing.

The Author & His Books
“Exciting, enthusiastic, engaging, energetic and really
tall!” is how students often describe the fresh-faced Dr
Cameron. Yes, Dr Cameron Stelzer is a real Doctor, not
a made up one like Dr Seuss! However, with a
Doctorate of Visual Arts, you won't find him hanging
around a doctor's surgery (unless he accidently stabs
himself with a pencil).
Cameron was born in Hobart in 1977. He attended
school in Adelaide before his family moved to
Bundaberg, QLD. In primary school, Cameron wrote
many short stories for the local newspaper. He still has
a shoe box of gold certificates for his efforts.
After attending university in Brisbane, Cameron took his
new Dr title and went to live in London where he
worked at the Natural History Museum. It was here that
he rekindled his love for children's literature and began
writing stories inspired by the animals in the museum.
When Cameron returned to Australia, he completed a
graduate diploma in education and released his first Stroogle adventure. Cameron has since written
and illustrated six picture books, twelve novels, ten junior chapter books and four how-to-draw books.
Cameron’s Pie Rats and Scallywags series have won numerous book awards internationally.
Apart from writing and illustrating stories, Cameron enjoys running and mountain biking through the
beautiful Daisy Hill forest (South-East QLD), where he lives with his wife and three daughters.

Presentation/Workshop Options
Three to four sessions can be run each day. Any combination of presentations/workshops can be
selected. Each activity listed below is accompanied by a description of the content, the minimum
time required and the largest group size. All activities are stand-alone and work best when the
recommended preparation is undertaken. Cameron can tweak workshops to tie in with the
education units your class is currently studying.
The FAQ section contains essential information for planning a visit.
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1. Large Group Presentations
These sessions are designed for medium to large groups and are best run in school halls, libraries or
classrooms with plenty of floor space. The presentations have been designed to hold student’s
attention by being engaging and exciting as well as educational.

Write it – Read it – Live it!
Recommended Group: Year 3 - 6
This is an engaging and informative behind-the-scenes look
at creating an illustrated novel. Cameron uses exciting
visuals, captivating stories and humorous anecdotes to
explore story planning, character creation, writing and
illustration. This session includes an audiovisual presentation,
question time and hands-on drawing and writing
components. The Pie Rats series is used as a focus.
The following content is explored:
- The inspiration
- Story planning
- Research
- Creating characters
- Writing the story draft
- Painting the illustrations
- A look inside a printing factory
- Future book ideas
- Question and answer time
- A fun quiz
- Hands-on drawing/writing
component

Time: This activity can run for 60-90 minutes.
Maximum size: Size is determined by the space available.
Technology required: A data projector and large screen (or IWB), plus a whiteboard for writing on.
Drawing/ writing materials required: Pencils, eraser and paper.
Preparation required: It is desired that teachers have introduced The Forgotten Map to students. The
first chapter sets the scene. Download the excerpt here:
drcameron.com.au/documents/ForgottenMapExcerpt.pdf

“

Cameron was fabulous today! His tailoring of the
workshops to suit the students in front of him was
terrific. It was a really practical, relevant and fun
series of workshops. We greatly enjoyed his visit
and the students have been inspired.
St Luke's Primary School
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Scallywags Secrets
Recommended Group: Year 2 - 4
Discover the secrets behind the Scallywags series in this
exciting presentation. Find out how the characters were
created and learn about Cameron's real-life inspiration for
his stories. This session includes an audiovisual
presentation, question time, a follow-along drawing and a
quirky quiz. The Scallywags series is used as a focus.
The following content is explored:
- The inspiration
- Creating characters
- Designing a book cover
- A look inside a printing factory
- Future book ideas
- Question and answer time
- A fun pirate quiz
- Follow-along drawing

Time: 60-90 minutes.
Maximum size: Size is determined by the space available.
Technology required: A data projector and large screen (or IWB), plus a whiteboard for writing on.
Drawing/ writing materials required: Pencils, eraser and paper.
Preparation required: It is desired that teachers have introduced the Scallywags series to students.
Download the excerpt of Scallywags and the Wham Kabam Gran, here:
drcameron.com.au/documents/ScallywagsWhamKabamGranExcerpt.pdf

“

I just wanted to say a huge thank you for your help in
organising Cameron's visit over the last two days. We have
had such good feedback from students and teachers on how
informative, interesting and enjoyable the sessions were. I saw
something different every session!
St Francis College
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SOS – Super Outstanding Stories!
Recommended Group: Year 1 - 3
Kick-start your student’s creativity by diving into
Cameron’s latest series of junior chapter books. Learn all
about the characters and the inspiration behind SOS
(School of Scallywags). This session includes an audiovisual
presentation, question time, a follow-along drawing and
an SOS quiz. The SOS series is used as a focus.
The following content is explored:
- Cameron’s childhood inspiration
- Sketching characters
- SOS sports
- Farmyard fun
- Designing a book cover
- A look inside a printing factory
- Question and answer time
- An SOS quiz
- Follow-along drawing

Time: 60 minutes.
Maximum size: Size is determined by the space available.
Technology required: A data projector and large screen (or IWB), plus a whiteboard for writing on.
Drawing/ writing materials required: Pencils, eraser and paper.
Preparation required: It is desired that teachers have introduced the SOS series to students. Download
the excerpt of SOS So Cool, here:
drcameron.com.au/documents/SoCoolExcerpt.pdf

“

Thank you so much for your hard work and dedication to
literacy! We loved hosting you at Brighton State School today.
The students were buzzing after their writing sessions.
Thank you for being so inspiring!
Brighton State School
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Big Screen Book Reading
Recommended Group: Prep/Kinder/Reception - Year 2
Nothing fires a child’s imagination more completely than a
well-told story by the author. The Stroogle adventures are
great for reading to children due to their rhyme and rhythm.
Rhythm aids attention, retention of content and ability to
recall and learn lines from the story. Cameron asks questions
throughout the reading of a Stroogle adventure and
encourages students to interpret and respond to the story.
Using a data projector or interactive whiteboard, Cameron
will read the story using PowerPoint visuals of his detailed
illustrations so that all students can see. Following the reading, Cameron will reveal how some of his
characters and illustrations have been created. The session also includes a fun audiovisual
presentation.
Time: 30 minutes.
Maximum size: Size is determined by the space available.
Technology required: A data projector and large screen (or IWB).
Preparation required: Please read students books in the Stroogle series prior to the session to create
awareness and excitement (You may leave one adventure as a surprise for the book reading).

Stories and More
Recommended Group: Prep/Kinder/Reception - Year 2
This is a great 45-60 minute session that incorporates a Big Screen
Book Reading plus a hands-on follow along drawing activity.
Cameron stimulates the students thinking by revealing the very first
sketches of the Stroogle and explaining how he creates his picture
books. An exciting audiovisual presentation is also shown to the
students.
Time: This activity can run for 45-60 minutes.
Maximum size: Size is determined by the space available.
Materials required for follow along drawing activity: Coloured pencils
or crayons, blank paper for drawing on.
Technology required: A data projector and large screen (or IWB), plus
a large whiteboard for sketching on.
Preparation required: Please read students books in the Stroogle series
prior to the session to create awareness and excitement (You may
leave one adventure as a surprise for the book reading).
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2. Workshops
These workshops are hands-on sessions that explore practical ways to enhance students’ planning,
writing and illustration.

Inspirational Ideas
Recommended Group: Year 1 - 4
This workshop explores how an author comes up with inspirational and
exciting ideas for their books and reveals strategies to assist students in
planning their own stories. As ideas usually don’t just pop out of thin air,
Cameron uses practical examples to show how a great story idea can
originate from a variety of sources close to an individual’s life and
experiences.
Time: This activity runs for 60 minutes.
Maximum size: Approx. 60 students.
Materials required: Pencils, eraser and exercise books.
Technology required: A data projector and large screen (or IWB), plus a
whiteboard for writing on.
Preparation required: It is desired that teachers have introduced the
Scallywags series (years 3 - 4) or the SOS series (years 1 - 2) to students.
Download the excerpts here:
drcameron.com.au/documents/ScallywagsWhamKabamGranExcerpt.pdf
drcameron.com.au/documents/SoCoolExcerpt.pdf

WOW! Words and Pictures
Recommended Group: Year 2 - 6
Dr Cameron uses his experience as an author
and illustrator in this highly creative session.
Students will participate in short writing activities
where images are used to complement,
enhance or substitute text. This session includes
elements of cartooning, onomatopoeia, direct
speech and references Cameron's illustrated
Scallywags novels. This session aims to involve
struggling writers as well as encouraging
competent writers to try new visual strategies.
Time: 60 minutes.
Maximum size: Approx. 60 students.
Materials required: Pencils, eraser and exercise
books.
Technology required: A data projector and
large screen (or IWB), plus a whiteboard for
writing on.
Preparation required: It is desired that teachers
have introduced the Scallywags series to
students. Download the Wham Kabam Gran
excerpt here:
drcameron.com.au/documents/ScallywagsWhamKabamGranExcerpt.pdf
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Exciting Descriptive Writing
Recommended Group: Year 3 - 6
During this workshop, Cameron introduces a series of creative tools to
enhance students’ descriptive writing and covers topics such as
crafting an exciting introduction, describing settings, tension, dialogue,
humour, similes, the five senses and alliteration. Using examples from his
stories, visuals and short exercises, Cameron encourages students to
explore a range of expressive and dynamic strategies to make their
writing descriptive and exciting.
Time: This activity can run for 60-90 minutes.
Maximum size: Approx. 60 students.
Materials required: Pencils, eraser and exercise books.
Technology required: A data projector and large screen (or IWB), plus a
whiteboard for writing on.
Preparation required: Familiarise students with Cameron’s books.
Reading the first chapter of The Forgotten Map is the best way to
introduce students to Cameron’s writing style. Download the excerpt
here: drcameron.com.au/documents/ForgottenMapExcerpt.pdf

Lights, Camera, Action!
Recommended Group: Year 3 - 6
Yes, the book can be more exciting than the movie! Not for the fainthearted, this workshop shows students how to create blockbuster action
stories. Through a series of short, punchy activities, students will learn how to
write gripping suspense scenes, epic action encounters, heart-racing
countdowns, death-defying duels and hold-on-to-your-seat cliff-hangers.
Using examples from Dr Cameron’s Pie Rats adventure series, this workshop
is designed to stimulate a passion for writing fun, fast, frenetic stories.
Time: This activity can run for 60-90 minutes.
Maximum size: Approx. 60 students.
Materials required: Pencils, eraser and exercise books.
Technology required: A data projector and large screen (or IWB), plus a
whiteboard for writing on.
Preparation required: Familiarise students with Cameron’s books. Reading the
first chapter of The Forgotten Map is the best way to introduce students to
Cameron’s
writing
style.
Download
the
excerpt
here:
drcameron.com.au/documents/ForgottenMapExcerpt.pdf

“

I just wanted to say a big thank you for a wonderful visit. The
teachers and children loved it and there was buzz around the
school at the end of the day regarding the visit. Thank you for all
your support and wonderful communication. Looking forward to
working with you again soon.
Miles Franklin Primary School

”
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NAPLAN Writing Strategies
Recommended Group: Year 3 - 6
Cameron has run NAPLAN writing workshops since its
inception in 2008. This workshop has been created to
motivate and inspire students who will be
undertaking the NAPLAN writing task. Cameron uses
a series of short activities to enhance the students’
writing and thought processes. Throughout the
session, Cameron demonstrates the practical
applications of persuasive and narrative genres and
encourages reluctant writers to find their voice.
Time: This activity can run for 60-90 minutes for one genre, or can be broken into two 60 minute sessions
(with a break) to cover narrative and persuasive topics separately.
Maximum size: Approx. 60 students.
Materials required: Pencils, eraser and exercise books.
Technology required: A data projector and large screen (or IWB), plus a whiteboard for writing on.
Preparation required: Familiarise students with Cameron’s books. (Students are always more excited
and enthusiastic when they all know about an author before he arrives!) Reading the first chapter of
The Forgotten Map is the best way to introduce students to Cameron’s writing style. Download the
excerpt here: drcameron.com.au/documents/ForgottenMapExcerpt.pdf

Imaginative Illustration
Recommended Group: Year 2 - 6
This is a fantastic introduction to illustration with an
emphasis on imagination and creative problem solving.
Cameron begins by showing students how characters
he has created are often based on real animals or
people. The students then create their own characters
focusing on exaggeration, outline, colour, shading and
texture.
Time: This activity runs for 60 minutes.
Maximum size: Approx. 60 students.
Materials required: Pencils and erasers, coloured pencils
and/or watercolour paints, sketchbooks or paper.
Technology required: A large whiteboard is essential for
the sketching demonstration. A screen and data projector would also be of benefit.
Preparation required: Familiarise students with Cameron’s books and get them drawing from How to
Create Cool Characters, How to Sketch Scallywags or How to Draw Dragons.

“

Cameron, we thoroughly enjoyed having you at our school
and the children were so engaged in your sessions. They
especially loved the opportunity to create illustrations under
your guidance. Thank you again for the collaboration in
making this visit run so smoothly.
Good Shepherd Catholic Primary School
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Full Day/ Two Day Workshops
Recommended Group: Year 3 - 6
Cameron can work with several classes or select students for a one day or two day incursion or
writer’s camp on creating a short story. Combining many of the individual activities on offer,
Cameron will take students through the important steps in producing a book. This is a fantastic
workshop for classes creating imaginative texts, exploring fairy tales, or classes producing their own
picture books for the younger grades to read. The content for these sessions can be structured to suit
the school’s focus.
At the end of the workshop students will have:
- Experienced how an author creates a book
- Developed their own narrative plan
- Planned the sequence of events for their story
- Invented and drawn their main characters
- Designed a book cover illustration
- Commenced/ completed their short story draft.
Time: A whole school day/s is required.
Maximum size: Approx. 90 students.
Materials required: Exercise books, sketchbooks or paper, pencils
and erasers, coloured pencils, rulers, watercolour paint (optional).
Technology required: A data projector and large screen (or IWB),
plus a whiteboard for writing on.
Preparation required: Familiarise students with Cameron’s books and introduce them to his drawing
publications. Reading the first chapter of The Forgotten Map is the best way to introduce students to
Cameron’s writing style. Download the excerpt here:
drcameron.com.au/documents/ForgottenMapExcerpt.pdf
For middle grades, you can use the Scallywags excerpt as an alternative:
drcameron.com.au/documents/ScallywagsWhamKabamGranExcerpt.pdf

“

I just wanted to thank you for a fantastic author visit. The previsit preparations were efficient, friendly and professional. It
was because of this attention to detail that the visit went so
smoothly and was such a huge success. The teachers and I
were very impressed with how Cameron engaged all the
students and catered his presentations perfectly for the
various age levels. The children thoroughly enjoyed the
workshops and remained engaged for the full session. It was
a wonderful way to encourage the enjoyment of reading,
writing and drawing.
Our Lady of Mt Carmel Primary School

”
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Virtual Visits
Book a virtual visit from anywhere in Australia (or the world!).
Cameron’s virtual sessions are live, and not pre-recorded, so students have the same level of
interaction as Cameron being in the school. All of Cameron’s workshops can be run using online
platforms to suit your school. Options include Zoom, Microsoft Teams, Google Meet, Cisco Webex,
Blackboard Collaborate and Skype. Please talk to us to choose an option that works for you. Cameron
uses a hard-wired high-speed internet connection and is equipped with studio lighting and
professional streaming equipment for a high-quality presentation.

“

I just wanted to pass on our sincere thanks for the
workshops yesterday. All groups reported how successful
and fun their sessions were and how the students were
really engaged in their activities. There have been so
many negatives of the Covid experience, but we feel the
adoption of Zoom has opened up so many opportunities
for schools and teachers. Without it, we could not have
enjoyed yesterday's experience -so thank you!
AP Curriculum/Year 3 Teacher
St. Joseph's Catholic Primary School
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Bookings
All Author Visit bookings include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

A combination of sessions to suit your classes.
Three to four sessions can be run each school day.
Assistance to help you organise the visit.
Workshop resources to enable all students to achieve. These are listed with each activity.
Download free educational activities relating to books which can be used before or after the
visit. Go to drcameron.com.au/resources.html
Specially priced School Book Sets for your library offering great value.
Exclusive book signings for students, parents and staff.

SE QLD Schools

There are dates available to schools in South-East QLD in Terms 1-4. Regions covered include
Brisbane, Logan, Moreton Bay, Redland Bay, Gold Coast, Ipswich, Sunshine Coast and Toowoomba.
To view dates, please follow the link: drcameron.com.au/dates.html

VIC, NSW, WA, ACT, SA, Regional QLD

Book a day of interactive online workshops for any term!
Cameron also travels to parts of Australia on organised tours.
To check for tours to your region please visit drcameron.com.au/dates.html or contact Jenny for all
tour enquiries and bookings.

Workshop Costs

Cameron is dedicated to making the visits affordable to all schools. The total cost per day is $799 (+
GST) for a full school day of workshops with all primary students. Visits include multiple sessions
throughout the day plus a range of supporting activities to use before or after the visit. There are no
additional costs for travel or accommodation expenses on organised tours. As per all visits, Cameron
facilitates the signed book opportunity allowing students to access signed and personalised books at
special prices. This helps cover travel and accommodation costs, without additional costs to the
school. As such, we recommend organising Library Book Fairs at an alternative time of the year to the
author visit.

Contact
Bookings, enquiries and book orders can be made through Cameron's PA (and wife) Jenny.

Jenny Stelzer
Schools Coordinator
Email: authorvisits@cameronstelzer.com.au
Phone: 07 3388 7517
Mobile: 0400 821 016

All bookings need to be confirmed to secure your days. We ask that all bookings are approved by the
required staff member/s (e.g. the Principal) to ensure the Author Visit dates are secured in the school
calendar.
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Frequently Asked Questions
Q. What steps should we take to prepare a visit?
A. There are five key steps you can follow to maximise the impact on students and the school:
1. Introduce Cameron's books to the students. Without fail, workshops are always most successful when
the students are familiar with the books. Reading the books in class ensures students are introduced to
the characters, look forward to meeting the author, and have any questions prepared. This allows the
students to be ready and excited for the visit, and the best outcomes are achieved from the
workshops.
We recommend ordering as soon as possible to ensure students and teachers have plenty of
preparation time. Check to see if the library has copies of Cameron's books. If not, you can order
school sets at the end of this document.
2. Inform and involve the students and teachers. There are creative activities students can complete
before the visit and display in the library or classroom to create an exciting atmosphere. Go to
drcameron.com.au/resources.html
Prepare in advance important questions that students have for the author.
3. Select activities and organise a timetable. Jenny will provide a timetable template to assist with
creating a timetable for the day/s. Ask for teacher input if required when selecting
presentations/workshops. If possible, finalise sessions at least six school weeks prior to the visit (earlier
for interstate tours). Include class names, group sizes and the activities chosen. Email this timetable to
us so we can look over it to ensure that it will work well on the day. Below is a sample timetable.
One venue is required for a whole school day (e.g. school Library, or school Hall). This allows Cameron
to set up in one location for the day, materials to be in one location and students can experience a
special session outside their normal classroom environment.
Time

Classes

Students

Activity

9.00am - 10.00am

2Y, 2J

58

Inspirational Ideas

10.00am - 11.00am

Prep G, Prep H, 1B, 1D

105

Stories and More

11.00am - 11.30am
11.30am - 1.00pm

MORNING TEA
4T, 4P, 5F, 5L

115

1.00pm - 1.45pm
1.45pm - 2.45pm

Write it – Read it – Live it with
creative components
LUNCH

3C, 3Y

60

Exciting Descriptive Writing

4. Inform and involve the wider school community. Publicise the visit and its benefits for the students.
Displaying posters, and listing notices in the newsletter prior, will let parents/guardians know of this
special event. The school may wish to run a pirate dress-up day in conjunction with the visit.
5. Prepare all resources for the day. Each activity lists the materials required for a session. Students will
often need to bring paper and pencil cases to a session so ensure class teachers are informed about
what they should organise.
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Q. How many days should we book?
A. This depends on the sessions chosen and the student numbers for each session. Please discuss
arrangements for your school with Jenny. For initial planning you may also need to consider a
suitable sized venue for each of your Author Visit days (e.g. school Library, or school Hall).
Q. What is the maximum session size?
A. The maximum session size varies and is listed beside each activity. Large group presentations can
accommodate any number of students (e.g. 60-500 students in a session), and Workshops can
accommodate a maximum of approximately 60 students.
Q. How many sessions can be run each day?
A. Three to four sessions can be run per day depending on the activities chosen.
Q. How long is each session?
A. Activities range from the minimum times of 30 minutes to 90 minutes as listed with each activity
(there is also a full day/s workshop option). As the sessions are predominantly hands-on, more time is
always better than less time and ensures all students have an opportunity to ask questions and interact
with the author.
Q. What venue and equipment is required?
One venue is required for a whole school day (e.g. school Library, or school Hall). This allows Cameron
to set up equipment in one location for the day, and student groups transition to this venue for their
session. The equipment required in the venue is a big screen and projector (or interactive whiteboard
/ smart TV which a laptop can be linked to), plus a separate whiteboard for writing on. Cameron will
bring his own laptop.
Q. Can you recommend popular activities for each class?
A. We always encourage class teachers to have some input in deciding activities that will be most
beneficial for their students. The following is a recommendation for maximum excitement:
• Prep/ Kinder: Stories and More
• Yr 1, 2: SOS - Super Outstanding Stories!/ Inspirational ideas
• Yr 3, 4: Scallywags Secrets/ Exciting Descriptive Writing
• Yrs 5, 6: Write it – Read it – Live it!/ Lights, Camera, Action!
Q. How interactive are the workshops?
A. You choose the activities and the level of interaction that will suit your students. Cameron has a
number of engaging audiovisual presentations for larger groups if a presentation style is desired.
Q. What year levels does Cameron specialise in?
A. The workshops have been designed to include every primary grade and as such there are a variety
of options specifically developed for different age groups and levels of ability.
Q. Where can interested students and parents get hold of Cameron's books?
A. The easiest way for students to get books is to purchase signed copies at special prices during the
visit. This opportunity is part of each Author Visit and we will supply printed order forms for students. If
students miss out, parents can purchase books and other products directly from the web shop at:
www.doctorcameron.com.au
Q. Are the workshops suitable for Christian Schools?
A. Approximately half of the schools Cameron visits each year are Christian Schools. His books contain
simple, innocent themes such as finding a home, the importance of family, having a warm heart,
rescuing your friends and working together. The books are works of fiction containing imaginative
characters and workshop activities are designed to encourage creativity. Cameron’s books do not
feature ‘evil’ supernatural characters such as witches, ghosts, vampires or zombies.
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Dr Cameron Stelzer

Author Visits and Writing Workshops

Booking/Enquiry Form
Please return this form, or make contact via
authorvisits@cameronstelzer.com.au or phone 07 3388 7517
School _________________________________________________________________________
Address _______________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

Contact name __________________________________________________________________
Position _______________________________________________________________________
Email __________________________________________________________________________
Phone _________________________________________________________________________
Number of days required _______________________________________________________
Do you wish to make a booking?

Yes we are ready to book
Enquiry only at this stage

Comments/Questions
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
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School Order Form
Book

Price

Dream BIG! School Set – All 32 Books

$ 200

All 6 Pie Rats Novels

$ 60

•
•
•
•
•
•

6 Scallywags books
6 Pie Rats novels
10 SOS junior chapter books
6 Stroogle pictures books
4 Drawing books
Teachers’ notes and activities: drcameron.com.au/resources.html

•
•
•

The Forgotten Map
The King’s Key
The Island of Destiny

•
•
•

The Trophy of Champions
Child of the Cloud
The Golden Anchor

•
•
•

Troublesome Treasure
Candy Catastrophe
Hungry Hairy Sea Monster

•
•
•

Stormy Secret
Wham Kabam Gran
Dessert Island

•
•
•
•
•

Big Splash
Tiny Trouble
So Cool
Shopping Spree
Champion Captain

•
•
•
•
•

Superstar
Party Time
Top Shot
Muddy Mystery
Heatwave

•
•
•

The Stroogle
New Home
Warms Winter

•
•
•

Sails the Seven Seas
Golden Dragon
Space

•
•

How to Sketch Scallywags
How to Draw Dragons

•
•

How to Create Pie Rats
Create Cool Characters

•

10 copies of any book (Please list):__________________________________

All 6 Scallywags Books
All 10 SOS Books

All 6 Stroogle Books
All 4 How-to Draw Books
Class Set

Qty

Total

$ 60
$ 60

$ 60
$ 40
$ 100

$9.99 flat rate postage on all orders
TOTAL ORDER
(All Prices include GST)

Order Details

$9.99
$

School

Street

Contact

Suburb

Phone

State

Postcode

Email
Invoice required 30 day terms
Credit Card
Visa Card
Card Number:

Order no.
Master Card

Name on Card:

Expiry
Date

/

Email this form: orders@cameronstelzer.com.au (tax invoice can be raised with books)
Or, order online: www.doctorcameron.com.au (credit card payment required online)
Daydream Press ABN 48 287 813 831 PO Box 1371, Springwood QLD 4127 Ph: 07 3388 7517
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